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President’s Message

Ahh Spring ...
Springtime in Newfoundland is always such a mystery. In fact, there is discussion as to whether we actually have a season called Spring. This is particularly
true for the Avalon … it’s as if we are being punished for something. None the
less, we have always lived in hope and this year is no different. As in, we hope
that the weather for the Retreat on the glorious 24th of May weekend will be …
OK. That’s all we ask! Just OK.
Many thanks to this year’s Retreat Committee: Joe Carroll and Craig Moores,
along with David Carroll, Sue Duffett, Ty Evans, Leslie Wells, and Andrew
Stewart. Also a thank you to the many other club members who help out at the
Retreat and all year long. A lot of work goes into these events to make them run
smoothly. This year’s Retreat is going to be a great combination of WW and SK
events with special emphasis on white water brought by our special guests:
Bryan Smith and Fergus Coffey. These extraordinary paddlers will be conducting clinics and demonstrations throughout the weekend. All are welcome to participate with Bryan and Fergus and their supporting cast of our very own capable and local WW instructors.
After listening to feedback from members, this year we changed the Retreat
headquarters to the Splash-N-Putt Cabins. Amongst other reasons, this will allow us to hold all social events, including the banquet, at one location and still
provide members with a good choice in accommodations central to all paddling
events. There is a restaurant and coffee shop adjacent to the Splash-N-Putt for
those of you who don’t plan to do much cooking on the weekend.
This edition of the Ebb and Flow will not disappoint. Alex McGruer survived
another one of his escapades and submitted an article that could be summed up
as, “do as I say, not as I do.” Derrick Burry’s new cedar-strip creation gets the
attention it deserves and Malcolm Rowe reviews a book on SK Navigation. I’m
sure he probably could have written it. There is also a story by Greg Stamer
about the 8-day trip he did with Freya Hoffmeister around the southern Avalon,
following last year’s Retreat. I met them when they overnighted in Petty Harbour in a crab boat owned by my neighbour. Lot’s of pictures from the pool and
a step-by-step description of Mark Dykeman’s new twist on the stirrup rescue.
We can never thank Neil enough for all the time he puts into the Ebb and Flow.
That’s about it for my musings. Make sure you think seriously about attending
this year’s Retreat. It will be the same but different, with a few surprises. Does
the name DJ Justice stir any feeling of déjà vu? Plus a great time to see friends
and trade lies (I mean stories) about last year’s paddling and life in general.
Have a happy and safe summer paddling this wonderful horrible place.
PaulB.
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Avalon Enchantment

how raw the weather was
for late May. After gawking at the massive ships
and exploring St. John’s
harbour, we hoped that the
winds would calm. Signal
Hill looks quite different
when viewed from the seat
of a kayak than from the
vantage point on top! After
a quick tour we decided to
continue down the coast.
The sea was wild and full
of white horses as we left
the protection of the harbour. With such a strong
wind we were really doing
more “guiding” of the kayaks, rather than paddling,
as we were blown downwind. It was a very good
test of our gear in the types
of conditions that we expected to encounter in Iceland.

by Greg Stamer
Photos by Greg Stamer
& Freya Hoffmeister
Sometimes life has a funny way of
presenting opportunities. In the winter of 2007, Kayak Newfoundland &
Labrador invited Freya Hoffmeister
and I to attend the 2007 Retreat, to
teach Greenland rolling and paddling
skills. While in Newfoundland we
took advantage of the opportunity to
squeeze in an 8-day sea kayaking trip
around the southern Avalon. Only
weeks before, almost on a whim, we
had just decided to go around Iceland, and the Avalon trip would be a
perfect “dry run”; a chance to test our
gear and abilities in full-on conditions in the north Atlantic. After the
hectic but rewarding teaching and
social schedule of the Retreat, the
Avalon trip would also provide challenging paddling and relative peace
and quiet. It would also give Freya
and I a chance to sort out our pad-
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We cruised into Petty Harbour in the mid-afternoon
Greg at Bird Rock, Cape St. Mary’s tired and cold but glad to
be underway. We pulled
our kayaks up the wooden
dling and camping routines and exramp near some fishing boats, to seek
pectations on an extended journey.
some shelter from the frigid wind.
After we did a little exploring on
We started on 23 May. We had a
foot, the captain of a fishing boat
chilly start to the trip and were
stopped by to see if ice had been degreeted by snow flurries as we left
livered to his boat, and we started a
Neil Burgess’ home to launch at
conversation. He wouldn’t hear of us
Quidi Vidi Gut. As soon as we left
(Contintued on page 4) Avalon
the protection of the Gut and
headed for Cape Spear,
we found ourselves in
gusty force 5-6 winds
from the northeast, with
the temperature hovering around 3ºC -- a
proper Newfoundland
start to the trip. I had
spent the winter in
northern Germany,
which isn’t exactly
warm, but even so, I
was quite surprised at
Freya in Petty Harbour
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Avalon (Cont’d. from page 3)
setting up a tent. “I’ll tell you what, why don’t you sleep in my
old boat over there, that I’m fixing up to sell?” His boat was
hauled out on shore, but it made an inviting shelter. We were
more than happy to accept, and we enjoyed cozy accommodations in the bunks aboard the boat. In the morning Paul Benson
dropped by for a visit and to loan Freya some neoprene gloves
for the trip.
As we continued down the coast, we were amazed to find this
pattern repeat itself, of people offering to help us. To a large
degree it reminded me of the way that people treated each other
in the small town in Ohio where I had grown up in the ‘60’s. I
had thought that such genuine unselfishness, care and interest
in people had disappeared years ago. I was overjoyed to find it
still alive and well and it went far to restore my faith in people.
Perhaps in the hustle and bustle of modern life something essential has been lost in much of the world, but it has not been
lost in Newfoundland.
We pushed hard at times, as we traveled the coast, but for the
most part we took our time and enjoyed ourselves. We had already agreed that Iceland was going to a trip where we would
push hard – we were planning to start with two long crossings
of about 60 miles that had never before been completed in a
kayak. With that in mind we sometimes allowed ourselves to
stop and “smell the roses” while paddling the Avalon.

Drying
out at
Chance
Cove
I was amazed at the amount of clean fresh water in
the region. In most of the areas that I paddle it is necessary to filter water due to the presence of harmful
microorganisms such as Giardia. It has been years
since I have been able to just dip my hands into a
clear, natural stream and take a good long drink. That
is a simple pleasure that I have missed! The abundant water and waterfalls were a treat for both Freya
and me. We stopped and played at the large waterfalls we encountered, and we always tried to paddle
beneath the flow of water, if at all possible. Of
course, being under a waterfall is like being hit with a
firehose of icewater. Your kayak dances beneath the
force of the downpour making it a bit like riding a
stubborn horse, difficult to hold your position, and
the water pounding on my hood was a constant explosion – sounding like large hail hitting a metal roof.
The most “excitement” that I had on the journey was
(Cont’d. on page 15) Avalon

Greg & waterfall
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Building a Beauty
I began sea kayaking four years ago
and since that time I’ve been interested in constructing a wood-strip sea
kayak. I have a strong interest in
woodworking, particularly canoe
building and traditional Newfoundland boat building. Within the last ten
years, I have repaired and built several cedar and canvas canoes and my
most recent project was a 17 ½ foot
Newfoundland rodney outfitted with
a sail. Hence, building a cedar-strip
kayak was a natural progression for
me.
When I began kayaking I initially
purchased a plastic kayak which provided me with the necessary experience to learn more about the sport. I
soon gained further knowledge and
insight into the many kayak designs
available. Becoming a member of
KNL has also opened many doors for
me, from meeting a vast number of
experienced and knowledgeable paddlers to observing what types of kayaks they were paddling. As my experience and exposure to the sport
grew, I began to narrow down the
type of kayaking I enjoyed the most.
This led me to selecting a kayak design that I thought I would be happy
with for most of my paddling excursions. After researching the numerous strip design kayaks available, I
eventually chose the Outer Island Sea
Kayak, designed by Jay Babina.
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At 18 feet in length and 21inches
wide, the Outer Island is a lowvolume boat following the lines of
the West Greenland kayak. It has a
nice sheer line toward the bow and
stern giving it a long rakish look,
and with its low back deck it is
quite attractive in its appearance.
The kayak is fast, tracks well and is
little affected by wind. Though I’ve
added a skeg, the designer and
many reviews say that one is not
needed. Despite its strong tracking
ability, it will turn nicely when
leaned. It has very good initial and
secondary stability due to its shallow v bottom and soft chines. The
Outer Island is also very good for
Greenland-style rolls, a main consideration when
Jay Babina designed the
kayak.
To build a
wood-strip
kayak, you cut
out plywood
forms in the
shape of the
boat you want
and mount them
on a building
form called a
strong back (see
photo). These
forms are like

by Derrick Burry
cross-cut slices of the kayak every
twelve inches. Long strips of cedar or
pine 1/4" thick by 3/4" wide are stapled on these forms to create the
shape of the boat with wood glue between each strip. Once you have the
kayak fully planked, the hull is
planed and sanded to a smooth shape
and then fibreglassed inside and out
with epoxy. The next step is to outfit
the boat with a cockpit and hatches
and completed with varnish and deck
rigging.
No part of the kayak has exposed
wood. Because the fibreglass is clear,
the kayak appears to be constructed
only from wood with a few coats of
(Cont’d on page 11) Outer Island

Plywood forms on a
strong back
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2008 KNL Retreat
Let’s get ready to kick off another
paddling season with the annual Kayakers Retreat! Clean the chlorine off
your paddle and PFD, polish up your
kayak, and make sure your vehicle is
in working order so you can get out
the highway to where members of
Kayak Newfoundland and Labrador
congregate each year for a fun-filled
weekend of kayaking and partying.

by David Carroll
and interest. As you can see,
there’s something for everyone
from rank beginner to the advanced
and expert paddlers. Not to mention, in addition to the volunteers
who make the weekend the success
that it always is, we’ll have our two
whitewater guests here this year,

This year, we’ll be kicking off the
weekend on Friday night with an
event hosted by one of our sponsors,
The Outfitters. Come out and socialize after a long week at work and the
drive out, chat with fellow kayakers
who you’ve not seen since the last
paddling season, or who you chatted
with at the last pool session! You
might even get to see some of your
board members making fools of
themselves… well, more so than
usual, anyway. How will remain a
mystery for now, but use your imagination and it might give you more
incentive to come to the icebreaker
on Friday.
Saturday and Sunday will kick off the
paddling season in full. Both days
will provide opportunity for people
wanting to hit the river, as we run
kayaking clinics and host river runs.
The whitewater clinic will teach you
how to perform the various strokes,
how to keep yourself upright, and
what to do when you end up upsidedown on the river. Remember, everybody swims; it’s a part of kayaking! You’ll get exposure to surfing,
eddy turns and peel outs, and depending on water levels you might even
get to run The Ledge, the biggest
adrenaline rush there is for beginner
paddlers. For those who are more
advanced paddlers, we’ll be running
rivers on both days, when and where
will be decided once you’re at the
retreat, depending on water levels
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environment that is Sandy Pond in
Terra Nova Park.
The day trips are of three different
levels of difficulty. For the beginner
who has practically never sat in a
kayak before, we’ll have the beginner
clinic to go through the basic strokes

Melanie having fun at the Ruins
Fergus Coffey and Bryan Smith,
who’ll help to spice up the weekend
on the rivers for young and old(er)
alike.
(Check out Bryan Smith’s photo on
the cover of the MEC Paddling
Catalog. Talk about exposure!)
On the sea kayaking side of things,
we’ll have clinics on one day, and
the tripping portion on the better of
the two days in terms of weather.
The clinics will be designed to improve stroke efficiency, learn and
practice rescues, and maybe even
get an opportunity to work on that
roll that you’ve tried but can’t seem
to get just right. A wealth of
knowledge and information will be
available from our experienced volunteers, while in the comfortable

and teach you how to control and
maneuver the kayak on the water.
Typically this ends with a short paddle to use the skills you’ve just acquired. For those who are interested
in an easy day’s paddle, for those
who aren’t accustomed to long days
or if you’re just interested in socializing with everyone who’s at the retreat, there will be a day paddle in
Newman Sound, complete with an
interpreter who will point out the local features ranging from geographic
landmarks to marine wildlife to the
history of the area. Finally, there’s
an extended paddle for the experienced sea kayakers in the club, to
shake off the rust from a long winter
hibernating.
After the events on the water on Sat(Continued on page 12) Retreat
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A New Twist on the Stirrup Rescue
At the pool this winter, Mark Dykeman introduced paddlers to a new
twist on the stirrup rescue. The value
of this rescue was immediately apparent to many of us, so I thought it
would be worth sharing with KNL
members here.

1. Sling set-up
Start with 10 or 12 feet of one-inch
tubular nylon webbing. Tie the ends
together with a water knot or overhand knot. To set-up for a rescue, the
rescuer brings his kayak along side
the swimmer’s boat, bow to stern
(each kayak facing opposite directions). The rescuer pulls out his stirrup sling and slips it under his deck
line nearest the swimmer’s boat (see
photo 1). The short end of the sling is
about one foot long.

2. The twist

The rescuer then tosses the long end
of the sling over the cockpit of the
swimmer’s boat and twists the short
end of the sling around the long end
three or four times like a twist tie
(see photo 2).

3. The grab

The rescuer leans on the swimmer’s
boat and grabs the twists of the
sling with his hand furthest away
from the swimmers boat (see
photo 3). To prevent lots of pain,
the rescuer positions his hand
holding the twisted sling beside
the cockpit combing of the swimmer’s boat. When the swimmer
puts his weight on the sling, the
rescuer’s fingers won’t get
crushed against the hull.
The swimmer grabs the long end
of the sling and puts it around
one foot and then stands up in the
sling (see photo 4). The swimmer
may find the sling too long or too
short initially. The key advantage
of this rescue is the rescuer can
easily adjust the length of the
sling to suit the swimmer.
From here the swimmer moves his
upper body across the cockpit of his
boat and onto the rescuer’s kayak
(see photo 5). To finish the rescue,
the swimmer pops his feet into the
cockpit of his kayak and moves
into his seat. The swimmer must
lean on the rescuer’s boat
throughout! With the rescuer
firmly holding the swimmer’s
boat, the swimmer empties out
any water in his cockpit and attaches his sprayskirt.
Many thanks to Mark Dykeman
for sharing this “upgrade” on the
stirrup rescue. Thanks also to
Des Sullivan and Malcolm Rowe
for practising the technique for
the camera in the Aquarena.
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by Neil Burgess

4. Stand up

5. Belly flop
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Rattled in Familiar Waters
by Alex McGruer
Here is an education in humility. I
paddle a fair bit and often (usually)
alone. I enjoy the solitude from time
to time, not having to worry about
someone else or count other people. I
am responsible to and for myself. I
pick my times and locations, carefully pondering the risks and benefits.
Wednesday, 15 August 2007 I started
such a trip from Middle Cove (just
north of St. John’s) around 7:30pm.
The paddling conditions when I
launched were heavy fog, 2-foot
waves breaking on the beach, no
wind, and visibility less than 100 metres.
I knew the fog was pretty heavy and
wanted to take a very quiet paddle
alone following the coast line and
perhaps put some time in using the
compass. I have done too few compass runs in a kayak on the open sea
without reference points, and now
was the time to practice: calm sea
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and no one else to worry about.
Equipped with a marine VHF radio,
deck compass, a GPS (which turned
out to have dead batteries), flares
and a good emergency kit (on top of
all the required equipment) as well
as a passable knowledge of the area,
I thought I would be fine.
About 50 meters from the beach, I
found I was not alone on the water.
Inside the tiny bay were 15 small
open motor boats and an 85-foot
trawler. I spoke to a few boaters as I
passed through the armada. I took a
magnetic bearing due east towards
Torbay Point. I kept pulling south
until I found the coast line of Outer
Cove. I noticed for the first time
that the marine compass turns —
no, reads — in a counter-intuitive
fashion (opposite to an orienteering
compass); this had put me off
course slightly.

I followed the coastline to Torbay
Point, where I kept going north until I
could feel the effect of a shoal under
me. I have always wanted to navigate
by the unseen ocean. From there, I
knew where I was (sort of). There
was no visibility and the seas while
calm were confused. A bearing of
due west should bring me back to
Middle Cove ... right? Wrong! Well,
sort of. The boat would not stay on
an even course, each time I looked
down the compass was on a new
course, and I was running out of daylight.
Paddling in the dark does not bother
me, paddling in dark fog I have decided does. There are things in the
fog after dark that are not a problem
in daylight. A speed boat roared past
me on his way back from some fishing ground south of Torbay Point. I
spun around with the flashlight to
make sure he could see me. It was a
plywood speed boat with a deck and
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cabin, a brief wave and he disappeared. Then another came roaring
up but he went by unseen.
When I was on my little trip back,
those 15 little open boats each grew
100-horsepower outboards and were
tearing up the water all around me. I
saw two of them. The 85-foot trawler
just vanished. As this was going on, I
grabbed my VHF radio and broadcast
“All Stations, All Stations… Security, Security. Be aware, there is a
kayak headed into Middle Cove area
on a bearing of 270 degrees. Over!”
Silence, no response and I think the
only boat on channel 16 was me.
Now dark, the fog obscured any outline of shore and I could hear the
waves crashing on the coastline. Not
the friendly swoosh I left though. An
evening sea breeze had picked up
some waves.
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… it was a good
plan but there
was one variable
that had crept
into this a little
while back.
Fear!
As I inched closer, the dark lines of
the coast emerged; but where was
I? I could see a bay but which one?
I had been twisted about so often
that it could be Outer Cove or the
Motion. Going in was not a good
idea because both had shoals and
breaking waves. I could not see

any form of light and best guess said
I was at the Motion. I missed my target by just shy of a kilometre either
way. I paddled south for what
seemed like a long time and was
thinking I had made a mistake as the
cliffs steepened up. I had decided at
that point that I was going to give it
about five minutes then turn around,
where I knew I would find Torbay.
This sounds very practical, simple,
logical and well planned out ... right?
Well, as it happens it was a good plan
but there was one variable that had
crept into this a little while back.
Fear!
While the plan was well thought
through, I had noticed my muscles
becoming more tense. The boat was
not the smooth extension of my will
(Continued on page 18) Rattled
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tion on anything you may have a
question about.
I would be remiss if I did not mention
the frequent advice and help I received from Brian Duffett throughout
the building process. Brian has built
several kayaks and his attention to
detail and workmanship is of the
highest quality. Thank you, Brian.

Sanded smooth and
ready for fibreglass

Outer Island (Cont’d from page 5)
varnish, giving it the appearance of a
boat that is very fragile. This is not
the case. In fact, wood-strip kayaks
are very strong with the added advantage of being very light weight. Mine
weighs 52 pounds totally outfitted.
The same kayak in fibreglass (made
by Impex) weighs 55 pounds. Woodstrip kayaks should stand up to the
same abuse as regular fibreglass kayaks with the exception that fibreglass
kayaks are covered in gelcoat, giving
them more abrasion resistance.
A wood-strip kayak will cost you
anywhere from $1500 $2000 to build. Mine cost
me $2300 because I spent a
little extra on the outfitting
accessories, such as Kajaksport rubber hatches, fibreglass seat, skeg kit and
compass to name a few. In
this boat I wanted all the
conveniences of a commercially available boat. So basically, I have a fibreglass
boat for about half the commercial price, if you don’t
mind putting in the few
hours to build one. This
kayak was completed after
five months of working on it
during evenings and weekends.
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Many sources are now available
where you can acquire plans to
build wood-strip kayaks. Most notable among them are Guillemot Kayaks, Redfish Kayaks and One
Ocean Kayaks. There are numerous
sites on the web that provide details
on the strip building process. The
best books on the market are
KayakCraft by Ted Moores and
The Strip-Built Sea Kayak by
Nick Schade. One other exceptional
reference is the Builders Forum
found on the Guillemot Kayak’s
website (www.guillemot‑kayaks.
com/). There, you can find informa-

When looking at boat design, any
kayak is a set of compromises and
the Outer Island is no exception.
Given what this kayak is designed to
do, I believe it will serve me well. As
for kayaks made from wood strips
and epoxy, they have a lot of aesthetic appeal, but that does not mean
they are too fragile to be used in any
marine environment. Can it be
scratched or damaged? Most definitely, but if you can build it, you can
repair it. In fact, these boats are
100% repairable and if you don’t
mind the occasional ding, you will
get many years of paddling from one.
Related websites:
http://www.outer‑island.com/
kayak‑1.html
http://www.impexkayak.com/

Derrick demonstrating a sculling balance brace in his new boat
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Retreat (Continued from page 6)
urday, we’ll be having an intimate
evening with our very own DJ Justice! Come let your hair down (or
just come, if you don’t have any
hair), and get out on the dance
floor, or just watch everyone else
on the dance floor as you sip on
your beverage of choice. There
will be the occasional interjection
by those who want to provide entertainment to the masses by picking up a microphone and
singing, karaoke style. Some of the natural talent of our
members will surface, either in their ability to sing, or in
their ability to make us laugh. Hopefully, there will be a
minimal amount of cringing, but that remains to be seen.
This all takes place on site at the Splash-N-Putt Cabins,
where we’ll be hosting the entire Retreat this year. That
way, once you’re all danced out, you can hop, skip and
jump across the site to your own cabin, no driving involved.
On Sunday, we’ll be having the annual banquet, but this
year it’ll be (once again) on site at the Splash-N-Putt Cabins. The meals offered are extremely tasty-sounding, with
the options including baked cod, roast beef dinner, or a

vegetarian spaghetti for those so inclined. We’ll get an
opportunity to listen to our esteemed president give a
speech, and listen to our special guests give a presentation. Once the dinner has been cleared away, and the
thank-you speeches have all been completed, we’ll get
down to another fun party, Newfoundland style. This is
something new that we’re trying this year, and its success
depends highly on those who come to participate. Bring
your instruments or just yourself if you’re a singer and
not a musician. Whatever you have, guitars, whistles,
harmonicas, accordions, drums even, and show us what
you can do. If you’re not musically inclined, come along
to cheer on the entertainers, or hit the dance floor if the
mood strikes. This is intended to be mostly an informal
event, so it’ll last for as long as people stick around to
enjoy the entertainment, or as long as the entertainers
keep playing music.
Monday morning, as always, we’ll have the pancake
breakfast as our way of saying thanks for making this
year another success, before the drive home. Less of a
farewell, more of a “see you later, when we meet again
on the water!”
We hope to see as many people as possible at the Retreat
again this year, and we’ll be looking for feedback from
our members to determine if we’ve done a good job.
Don’t forget to book your cabins – approximately half of
the 20 cabins have already been booked, so act soon! As
always, if you have any questions, feel free to contact any
of the members on the board of directors, whose contact
information is available at www.kayakers.nf.ca.
See you on the water!

Make your Retreat reservations at the Splash-N-Putt
Cabins by calling (709) 533-2753
And don’t forget to get your registration in by April
16 to get your Early Bird prize.
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Store, Load and Go!

Kayak resting
on the rack

by Tony Roestenberg

Boat suspended
from pulley

This is a short article on a
“system” I devised recently that
makes it easier to store and load
a boat to go paddling. I doubt it’s
unique and it’s not rocket science but I thought it was worth
sharing.
I started this a while ago when I
decided to bite the bullet and
finally get the mess in my garage
under control. I imagine it’s a
common thing; I mean, a garage
and no room to park a vehicle.
Here I was with a two-car garage
and still no room to park a car.
My boat lived on the floor of my
garage and took up needless
space. As a solution, I fashioned
a rack for it on the wall. Up she
goes, so to speak! Racking it
was a bit of a chore; too high to
lift up standing at ground level
and cumbersome to lift on a step
with the track for the garage door
to manoeuvre around. I figured a
solution could be some kind of
pulley system like I use for my
mountain bike.
A bit of beating around to local
hardware stores and I had the
gear – a block and tackle set
from Princess Auto. Nothing too
fancy, cheap at less than $10 and
it bragged it could lift up to 1000
pounds. A kayak was safely
(Continued on page 14) Pulley

Ebb & Flow
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Pulley (Continued from page 13)
within the limits of this thing.
I brought it home and fixed one end
near the ceiling. Then I ran a line
from front and rear grab handles on
the boat, foundthe balance point and
attached the other end of the block
and tackle. Worked like a charm.
Piece of cake but that’s only part of
it. Now I can back the car in, lift the
boat off the rack, swing it over to the
car and lower it right into the kayak
saddles. It does take a bit of getting
used to, as the boat swings a bit and I
found I had to hold the rope in one
hand and use the other to push the
kayak over the car. Nevertheless, it is
a huge improvement over lugging the
boat outside and tripping over whatnot on the floor.

Loaded and
ready to go!

I have a 10-foot ceiling in my garage
but I think it would work with 8 feet
of headroom. The first iteration uses
a steel cable but I think I’m going to
switch to a chain because there was a
bit too much play in the cable. With 8
feet of headroom you’ll want to minimize the distance the pulley raises the
cable from the deck before it starts to
lift the boat as the pulley takes up a
bit more than a foot to operate. In
other words, with too much play you
won’t be able to fully raise the boat
off the car. Once raised, you could
even tie it off and leave the boat suspended from the ceiling, set it in a
couple of slings or make other modifications to fit your circumstances.

[Editor’s note: If you purchase two of
these pulleys at Princess Auto, they
can be linked together with a single
rope. A short sling loop can be attached to each pulley to go around
the kayak fore and aft. This provides
better support if the kayak is suspended by the pulleys for storage
without a rack.]
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Freya enjoying herself

cave. She had seen the waves and
was certain that I had been driven far
into the cave and dashed against
rocks.
What had happened was that an unusually large set of waves, much larger than the norm, had hit the rock
faces opposite the cave entrance, reflected, and then surged directly into
the cave’s mouth. Being there had
been foolish and I was lucky that the
consequences were not much more
severe.

Avalon (Cont’d from page 4)
found in a sea cave, close to Cape St.
Mary’s. We had been playing in almost every cave we encountered
when Freya found a very tight and
small cave that went into the cliff for
a very good distance. After she explored the cave for a considerable
time, she urged me to have a look.
For some reason I felt apprehensive,
but I didn’t know why. The seas were
amazingly calm, and the cave entrance was sheltered and almost at
right angles to the wind and swell. I
decided that the fear was irrational,
and got my camera ready. I wasn’t
using my leash, but simply had the
camera strap in my teeth as I ventured into the cave. Soon I was enveloped in darkness and enthralled by
the amazing and peculiar sounds that
water makes as it reverberates endlessly off hard rock walls. I went a
little deeper and then faintly heard
Freya shouting, “Go on ... it opens up
once you get past the narrows”. I
went deeper and fumbled for my waterproof light on my deck. Just as I
was reaching to turn on my light, I
heard an explosive roar and rushing
of water. My pulse quickened. Instantly my kayak was lifted and
thrown forward, surfing totally blind
at high speed in the narrow cave. Oc-
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casionally my paddle tips ground
against rock and I was terrified that
at any second the kayak would find
the end of the cave and shatter in a
tangled mess of fiberglass shards.
When possible, I backpaddled furiously in a desperate attempt to slow
my forward speed. The wave faded,
and I started to feel a sense of relief.
But before I could relax a second
wave exploded behind me, hurling
me forward into empty darkness
once more. I cannot recall ever being in a more terrifying predicament. The kayak smacked hard on
rocks that I could not see, as I
plunged even further into the cave
toward the inevitable end of the
passage. It felt like an eternity but
finally the wave died beneath me. I
took a deep breath to calm myself.
The cave was far too narrow to
turn-around in and I started backpaddling for all that I was worth.
Was another wave coming? My
heart was still pounding. In time I
was greeted to the glorious sunshine
once again. I was happy to find that
I still held my camera strap dangling from my teeth – so it was fortunate that I only was thinking, “Oh
Sh*t”, instead of actually saying it,
or my camera would have been
lost! Freya’s face was almost white
when I reached the mouth of the

We were lucky to have a clear and
calm day heading by Cape St. Mary’s
and Bird Rock. The noise, smell and
spectacle of so many thousands of
gannets was almost too much to take
in. The sky was full of soaring birds,
somehow all avoiding each other. We
continued on to St. Bride’s and were
met at the docks by a local fisherman
who graciously let us sleep in his RV
in his driveway. We rinsed our stinky
gear and spread it out to dry – looking like a yard sale. Neil Burgess
picked us up the next morning and
drove us back to St. John’s, and our
flight back to Germany the following
day. We had enjoyed a fantastic trip
and I knew that I would be back in
the near future. But that would have
to wait for a year as we were ready to
start our next adventure – circumnavigating Iceland!

Greg at Quidi Vidi
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Member Photos from 2007
Dave Mac photo

Dave Mac photo
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Tony Lee going for broke; Leslie Wells photo
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Pat O’Neill, off Signal Hill
Alex McGruer photo

Exploits early riser
Tony Lee photo
Big smile!
Dave Mac photo

Darren below the falls

Expensive Retreat for Tony; Stan MacKenzie photo

Des rolling at Cape Spear; Malcolm Rowe photo
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Rattled (Continued from page 9)
that I have become accustomed to. It
was jerky, each stroke tentative, then
just ahead of me a flat thing on the
water. A large flat surface was there,
smooth and silent. No breaking
waves on it as it slipped away, a
whale I am sure but I have no idea
what part, there was no apparent dorsal fin.

were hidden by the fog, but the
glow of fires on the beach peaked
out from below their damp cloak.
This was Middle Cove!

Continuing on the outline of what
promised to be a headland of sorts:
waves picked up very slightly and I
knew there was a shelf below. I went
away from the shoreline as I knew
there would be waves I have not
seen, likely breaking.

I paddled for a known smooth part
of the normally dumping beach.
Large waves were coming ashore
now. Well, three-foot waves (just to
keep things honest). I let two slip
by, sneaking closer to shore in front
of these, then back paddling to stop
progress. On the last one, I paddled
to keep up with the back of this mobile slipway that laid me and my
boat gently on the beach. I hopped
out of the boat, grabbed the toggle,
and pulled the fibreglass boat unceremoniously up the beach.

As I cleared the stone curtain, the
glow of apparent distant fires cast a
hew in the fog. Bright street lights on
the parking lot and even car lights

I landed next to two or three people
who were unaware of my presence,
offloaded the boat, and loaded up
the car a hundred metres away.
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A few days later (Saturday), I went to
Point Lance to paddle ... perhaps to
Gull Cove or just surf. The forecast
was dire, so we surfed in large
waves. Punching through five or six
sets of breakers, we got to open water, then surfed, side surfed, and
played back and forth on big scary
waves. I returned home in a blinding
rain storm with winds buffeting my
little car.
I don’t frighten easily, but even in
familiar surroundings when you peel
away your sight, add some speed
boats, take wave direction out of the
equation, and add (absurd as it
sounds) a little wind, things change
dramatically. I found my muscles
tighten or perhaps just get “twitchy”.
Something good to avoid? Or perhaps something to experience the odd
time. Like I said, it was humbling.

Kayak Newfoundland & Labrador

by Malcolm Rowe

Book Review
Sea Kayak
Navigation:
A Practical Guide (2nd Ed.)
by Franco Ferrero, Pesda Press,
Wales, UK, 105 pages
This book is used for instruction by
the British Canoe Union (BCU). As
many of you know, the BCU is the
body that (among other things) governs instruction for paddling in the
UK, much as Paddle Canada does in
this country. The fact this is a British
book causes no problems except regarding buoys, lights and some chart
symbols.
The book is well-organized, wellillustrated and clear. While it focuses
on map & compass ... as it should ...
there is a good chapter on GPS use.
All the fundamentals are dealt with
(charts, compass, course planning,
finding your position, tides, correct-
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ing for wind & current). There are
also helpful chapters on open crossings and paddling in fog and at
night.
Any book on kayak navigation must
be compared to David Burch’s
Fundamentals of Kayak Navigation (3rd ed., 1999) Globe Pequot
Press, 334 pages. (This is an American book and, accordingly, has the
same problems noted above for Ferrero.) Burch’s book is definitive.
However, it has more detail than
most kayakers need (or want). Ferrero is more concise and clear.

information on buoys, lights and
chart symbols is accurate.
For basic navigation, Alderson’s
book is quite good. For navigation
“intermediate”, Ferrero’s book is
good. For the definitive work on sea
kayak navigation, Burch remains
best.

A further comparison is with the
navigation chapter in Doug Alderson’s Handbook of Safety and
Rescue (2003) McGraw Hill, 199
pages. In less than 20 pages, Alderson deals effectively with navigation basics. (This book has been
used for Paddle Canada’s Level IV
course.) Being a Canadian book, the
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